Identification and ab initio simulations of early folding units in proteins.
The location of protein subunits that form early during folding, constituted of consecutive secondary structure elements with some intrinsic stability and favorable tertiary interactions, is predicted using a combination of threading algorithms and local structure prediction methods. Two folding units are selected among the candidates identified in a database of known protein structures: the fragment 15-55 of 434 cro, an all-alpha protein, and the fragment 1-35 of ubiquitin, an alpha/beta protein. These units are further analyzed by means of Monte Carlo simulated annealing using several database-derived potentials describing different types of interactions. Our results suggest that the local interactions along the chain dominate in the first folding steps of both fragments, and that the formation of some of the secondary structures necessarily occurs before structure compaction. These findings led us to define a prediction protocol, which is efficient to improve the accuracy of the predicted structures. It involves a first simulation with a local interaction potential only, whose final conformation is used as a starting structure of a second simulation that uses a combination of local interaction and distance potentials. The root mean square deviations between the coordinates of predicted and native structures are as low as 2-4 A in most trials. The possibility of extending this protocol to the prediction of full proteins is discussed. Proteins 2001;42:164-176.